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Foreward
The Western Cape Department of Human Settlements is proud to provide a foreword to this important
document researched and compiled by Development Action Group, an organisation at the forefront of urban
development and self-help housing in the Western Cape Province.
Since its inception, the People’s Housing Process (PHP) has been fraught with challenges. Provincial and local
government struggled to overcome these in the provision of decent, well-planned and sustainable shelter
for families who had organized themselves to make use of this housing delivery program. Although many of
these challenges have been explored and addressed by the Enhanced People’s Housing Process (EPHP), we
continue to learn from communities and organisations involved in PHP.
The case study “Unblocking the Khayelitsha People’s Housing Process” reflects upon the challenges of
correcting past mistakes. It offers suggestions and insights regarding how local and provincial government
and communities can work together effectively with NGO community resource organisations and the private
sector. As a Department we have learned from experience and have put measures in place to ensure PHP
projects do not get blocked in the future.
This case study also acknowledges the patience and perseverance of beneficiaries, many of whom are in
the twilight of their lives, in their pursuit of dignified shelter. The department welcomes DAG’s efforts and
values the insights that the report offers. We will take steps to learn from the lessons presented in the report
and explore the recommendations put forward.
DAG has a long and impressive track record in working in partnership with government to deliver affordable
housing for the urban poor through its People’s Housing Process (PHP).

“

As a beneficiary of the Khayelitsha PHP unblocking I am proud to have worked with DAG in the completion of
my house. Before I got to know of DAG through my wife I had tried so many times even through the involvement
of lawyers to get government to finish my house. All those efforts never materialised to any positive outcomes.
As a beneficiary of the Zenzele project I was supposed to get my completed house by 2003. However, due
to non-accountability from project committees I never received anything from Zenzele. When I enquired from
the Department of Human Settlements I was informed that my subsidy was released to the project’s Housing
Support Centre. When DAG got involved in the project back in 2007 I never trusted them, however their constant
engagements and communication strategies gave me hope and DAG managed to assist with constructing
the floor to my double storey house. I would also encourage other project beneficiaries to participate in the
engagement platforms being organised by DAG.

”

6

- Quote from a beneficiary
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Introduction
Khayelitsha, meaning new home, was established in 1983, but grew substantially after 1986 when the
apartheid government’s pass laws were abolished, which resulted in an influx of people looking for a better life
in Cape Town. The demand for housing grew.
Today, with up to 1 million residents, Khayelitsha is Cape Town’s largest township. It is located approximately
35km from Cape Town’s central business district (Metro South East region). Khayelitsha’s residents rely
mainly on inefficient rail or expensive bus and mini-bus taxi services. The area lacks a significant economic
base, apart from limited formal retail and service sectors and a growing informal economy.
The city’s Apartheid legacy and sprawling growth has resulted in the former township areas and its informal
settlements. The former township areas and its informal settlements concentrate poverty and unemployment,
and remain distant from economic opportunities. Underemployment has become especially entrenched
preventing upward mobility for the majority. Khayelitsha contributes only 0.7% to the overall GDP of Cape
Town, even though it houses approximately 12% of the total urban population.
In 2011 it was conservatively estimated that the housing backlog in the Western Cape was 410 000 houses,
a figure that continues to grow daily (WCDHS, 2011). Although the South African government provides capital
subsidies for low income housing development, including the People’s Housing Process (PHP), funds provided
and government capacity are not sufficient to meet the backlog and the increasing need for adequate housing.
Nevertheless, for many households the route to decent housing is to provide their own shelter through selfhelp housing including the Peoples Housing Process (PHP).
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Executive Summary
The Western Cape Department of Local Government and Housing (DLG&H) and the People’s Housing
Partnership Trust (PHPT) approached the Development Action Group (DAG) in 2005 to assist with unblocking
PHP projects that had ground to a halt in Khayelitsha. The DLG&H was legally obliged to complete the housing
projects, specifically because subsidies had been approved and released and construction had commenced.
The pre-construction phase lasted five years; from 2007 - 2011.

Unique innovations developed by DAG in implementation of Khayelitsha PHP project tick the boxes of a
range of policy objectives. The project constitutes an example of a Community Public Private partnership
that is exemplary and replicable. DAG has fostered creative partnerships with a range of development
partners who support the job creation and Local Economic Development (LED) component of the
project.

Much of DAG’s effort during the pre-construction period was in assisting the Department to put in place the
necessary institutional systems and secure financial flows which enabled the project to commence construction.
Importantly DAG had to strike a fine balance between social facilitation with multiple stakeholders to ensure
open communication as well as the technical aspects of preparation for construction.

The project resulted in the design and implementation of a construction project management system,
with customized systems of planning, implementation and control supporting start-up contractors from
Khayelitsha to build and complete on time and on budget, and to a high quality. The use of local
labour, small contractors and a project management mentorship programme demonstrates the value
proposition of local level skills development to address the skills gap in the affordable housing value
chain. 10 local builders and start-up contractors received on the job training and support, three of
which are now registered with NHBRC and CIDB. In addition, 50 youth were employed in batches of
10 providing them with on the job and classroom training on housing and construction and in quality
control of house construction.

The lengthy pre-construction period saw the closure of the PHPT and a major shift in the political majority in
the Western Cape from the ruling ANC party to the DA party. It was accompanied by changes in the staffing
and policy of the DLG&H. These changes presented a set of unique risks and opportunities to the project
which DAG pro-actively managed by building purposeful development partnerships with all stakeholders,
political leaders, officials, community organisations and beneficiaries of the project.
Subsidies to the value of R64 million for the benefit of 2173 households in one of the poorest townships in the
Cape Town City region were unlocked. DAG systematically completed nearly 2000 houses for beneficiaries
who had been living in incomplete PHP houses for up to 10 years and nearly 200 new houses.
DAG’s work demonstrates the benefits of community-driven housing and its importance in deepening
democratic urban governance. Its methodology illustrates the multiplier effect of Government’s resource
investment in human settlements to address the other pressing socio-economic challenges of unemployment
and depressed local economies in townships.

DAG considers its unblocking model innovative and relevant to meet the complex realities of blocked
projects. The most critical success factors for the pre-construction phase has been DAG’s conscientious
social facilitation and skill in understanding and managing local level community dynamics effectively.
DAG’s participatory methodology for managing stakeholders garnered the informed participation of not
only beneficiaries but also local community organisations.

Based on an estimated household occupancy of 4 people, the unblocking project improved the living
conditions of 8692 people in Khayelitsha. 140 building workers were employed over a 20 month period
bringing an estimated R6.55m in the form of wages and salaries into the local economy; an average of nearly
R2340 per month to around 140 families.
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What is the People’s Housing Process?
The People’s Housing Process is a community–driven (self–help) housing mechanism where the state provides
a capital subsidy for households with a combined monthly income of less than R3500. It allows groups of
people to work together to pool their resources and contribute their labour to build their homes. The capital
subsidy can also be supplemented with savings, additional loans and own labour: Communities implementing
PHP are able to build bigger and better homes. The PHP process also builds social capital and brings
communities closer together.
PHP projects have been proven to be better than standard housing developments, but only 10% of houses
to date have been delivered using this method, due to the limited support available to communities to help
them in the process.
The People’s Housing Process (PHP) policy introduced a programme established by government to provide
funding and support for community-driven housing. Under this programme the State plays a purely facilitative
role by providing finance (for construction and technical support), infrastructure and services, ensuring access
to land and by regulating PHP delivery.
The PHP policy underwent a protracted review process of the benefits of PHP and the institutional blockages
that have encumbered it. A new policy was developed, the Enhanced Peoples’ Housing Process programme
(referred to in the policy as both PHP and EPHP). The projects that are the focus of this case study have
straddled policy change from the People’s Housing Process to the Enhanced Peoples Housing Process.
Non-governmental organizations like DAG were actively involved in the review and drafting of the EPHP policy
which is intended to improve the support available for housing delivery using the community–driven housing
approach.
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DAG’S COMMUNITY DRIVEN APPROACH TO THE PEOPLE’S HOUSING PROCESS (PHP)
KHAYELITSHA
DAG has been participating in community-driven housing projects since 1997. DAG’s approach to communitydriven housing has been successfully implemented in a number of communities in Cape Town. The approach
is recognised as best practice by the National Department of Housing (now the National Department of
Human Settlements), the Impumelelo Innovations Award Trust and the UN-Habitat.
DAG understands community-driven housing as an approach to housing development in which the
beneficiaries and directly affected communities control the process and are the key decision-makers at every
stage of the development. Communities are understood to be groups of people in defined geographic areas
or with common interests and who define themselves as a community.
DAG contends that a well-planned and implemented community-driven housing approach is beneficial and
preferable because apart from improving shelter it achieves a range of social and economic development
outcomes which include fostering self-reliance and social capital.
DAG believes that because of its participatory character and demand-responsiveness, community-driven
housing contributes to more integrated and therefore more sustainable housing environments. Furthermore,
if such approaches were adopted more frequently and are well-planned and executed they may contribute to
more efficient land use as communities play an active role in decision-making aspects of the development such
as location and density. By supporting this empowering approach to housing development DAG anticipates
that increasing numbers of South Africa’s poor and marginalised citizens will realise their agency and hold
government to account for delivery while also challenging the State to work in partnership with them. DAG
also anticipates that its policy advocacy, capacity building and partnerships with government will enhance the
policy environment and the capacity of public officials to support community-driven development and thus
lead to better housing environment.
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What is a blocked project?

The 10 Khayelitsha projects were blocked due to the unscrupulous actions of suppliers and/or community
leaders. Although some subsidies and PHP grants were not built or were incomplete and of poor quality.
The projects are spread over five different areas of Khayelitsha namely; Site B, Makhaza, Town 2, Harare
and old Khayelitsha. The 10 projects were originally approved under the Project Linked Consolidation
Subsidy Housing Programme.
A blocked project is one in which all activities have been suspended by a provincial or local authority due to
a combination of the following factors identified in the National Department of Human Settlement’s (NDHS’)
strategy for unblocking stalled projects:
Constraints at a provincial government level: poor administration and management, procurement delays,
lack of capacity and commitment.
Land related challenges: illegal occupation, remote locations, geo-technical conditions, land transfer from
Department of Rural Development and Land Reform to provinces and municipalities.
Contractors: incapacity, fraud, cash flow problems, poor performance, insolvency, poor materials suppliers,
corruption, poor workmanship.
Beneficiary Challenges: missing beneficiaries, identification and qualification, illegal occupation, lack of
access to credit, community dynamics.
The single phase development approach: many PHP projects run over more than one financial year. The
subsidy dispensation did not allow for escalation costs resulting in financially unviable projects.
Infrastructure: delays in the provision of bulk infrastructure
The drawn-out payment process
Township establishment process
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A Timeline of the Pre-Construction Phase 2007-2011
2007

PREMIER | E RASOOL
MEC | R DYANTI
PHP DIRECTOR | E MNGXONGO

JAN

MoU with PHPT

MAR

Source information from PHP unit and
mapping area (Jan - March)
Start of stakeholder managements with
KDF, SANCO and beneficiaries

AUG

First beneficiary meeting

SEP

House design workshop

External Audit (March - Sept)
OCT

Final report submission to DLG&H

PROJECT INITIATION
On 19 January 2007, DAG signed a service level agreement
(SLA) with the PHPT1 to a establish a support organisation
to facilitate and support the unblocking of PHP projects
in Khayelitsha. A memorandum of understanding (MoU)
between DAG, the PHPT and the DLG&H was also entered
into the give effect to the SLA.
In terms of the MoU, DAG undertook to;
- Set up and train a support organisation in the Western
Cape to support area-based support centres that
service multiple approved PHP projects;
- Hold training workshops with officials of the Department
and beneficiaries
- Transfer knowledge to the PHP Unit of the Department;

- Provide technical support in all projects approved by
the Department which forms part of the pilot project;
- Monitor and evaluate the progress of the pilot project
and report to the PHPT and Department;
- Report to the Department on the cost required to
complete the project; and
- Adhere to the statutory and policy requirements
regulating PHP delivery in the Western Cape.
DAG implemented stakeholder outreach activities from
January to December 2007. In September 2007 DAG began
an external audit of the 2371 houses and a reconciliatory audit
on beneficiary particulars2 was completed. This meticulous
process was a time-consuming and labour intensive
exercise that involved an extensive mapping process due
to the fat that the DLG&H had limited information regarding
beneficiaries and the exact location of the houses in
question. Each ERF number was subsequently plotted on a
map and physically verified on site for the level of completion
of each house.

We earned people’s trust through regular meetings,
“without
giving false hope or making empty promises.

We started an open and frank conversation, met with
sub-councils, involved people in decision making. There
a lot more to this process than choosing doors. It is
about sustainability, through building social capital and
empowering people.

”

- Moegsien Hendricks (DAG staff)

1 | The PHPT was a Housing Agency established by the NDoHS
2 | This included the full names, identity numbers, ERF numbers and the respective projects and phases under which the relevant houses were categorized

The audit revealed further challenges:
- The subsidy was allocated for a 36m2 house, some
houses were bigger, making it difficult to keep the cost
of completing the house within the subsidy amount;
- Some houses overlapped ERF boundaries;
- People who bought houses or plots had no
documentation proving purchase, risking eviction and loss
of their investment, as 76% (1773) of the houses audited
did not have title deeds;
- The integrity of incomplete structures was severely
compromised by the weather, poor workmanship and
sub-standard material; and
- Ownership uncertainty regarding deceased or untraceable
beneficiaries.
By October 2007, DAG was in a position to submit a
comprehensive external audit report to the DLG&H. The
report audited 2371 beneficiaries that were identified from
the ten self-help projects that had been blocked.

A Timeline of the Pre-Construction Phase 2007-2012
2008

JAN

PREMIER | L BROWN

2009

MEC | W JACOBS
PHP DIRECTOR | E MNGXONGO

PHPT disbanded

DAG requested to conduct
percentage on ground audit
Recruitment of interns
APR

JUL

OCT

HSC site identifed with assistance
of Makhaza councillor

Percentage on ground audit commences

DAG SUSPENDS OPERATIONS
In January 2008, the PHPT informed the DLG&H and DAG
that the then National Minister of Housing Lindiwe Sisulu had
decided to disband the PHPT and several similar housing
agencies which had failed over many years to perform at a
satisfactory level. This left DAG and the DLG&H in a precarious
situation with regard to cooperation in the Khayelitsha project.
DAG decided to suspend its activities until there was clarity
on the status of the Khayelitsha projects and a new contract
could be entered into the DLG&H.
The suspension of DAG’s operations lasted six months after
which it held a meeting with representatives of the DLG&H
(September 2008) where it was agreed that the SLA would
be finalized.

DAG was requested to resume work on the project
as households’ expectations had been raised and
preliminary work had already been conducted in the
area. Faced with capacity constraints the DLG&H
depended on the partnership with DAG to deliver on its
legal obligations to the Khayelitsha communities. DAG
was requested to include a percentage on ground audit
in the scope of work. This audit is a comprehensive,
technical report (quality on construction) on the stats of
each house/site. Based on this audit the DLG&H would
determine what percentage of the subsidy would be
allocated for the completion of each house/site.

PREMIER | H ZILLE
MEC | B MADIKIZELA
PHP DIRECTOR | M GUBHUZA

JAN

Percentage on ground audit continues

APR

Signing of SLA with DLG&H

MAY

Beneficiary meeting

MEC Madikizela and Heron Foundation
visit projects
JUN

Introduction of SMS communication
system
Beneficiary meeting and stakeholder
update KDF and SANCO

JUL

Report back with PHP unit officials

SEP

Percentage on ground report submitted
to the Department

OCT

Beneficiary meeting

PROCESS OF RE-ENTRY
In January 2009 DAG began the process of re-entry into the
Khayelitsha project. During this time one-on-one meetings
were conducted with project stakeholders including
councillors, beneficiaries, potential housing support centre
staff, potential contractors and material suppliers, technical
support consultants and other stakeholders.
During the same period DAG compiled a database of
material suppliers and local and emerging contractors from
Khayelitsha with various areas of specialization and obtained
their quotations for areas of work with a view to source local
skills and labour to augment local economic development.

PERCENTAGE ON GROUND AUDIT
In April 2009 DAG entered into a legally binding SLA with
the DLG&H giving the project legal traction that it did not
previously enjoy. In terms of the SLA DAG was contracted
to:
- Reconcile projects and verify beneficiaries;
- Design project implementation systems;
- Finalise a percentage on ground audit;
- Manage pre-construction activities;
- Prepare for and conduct detailed house design
workshops;
- Geo-reference houses by GPS/GIS;
- Prepare construction schedule and cash flow projection;
- Design home ownership and citizen education workshops;
- Design models for home improvement through beneficiary
savings;
- Set up operating systems for the HSC;
- Design skills development and training interventions;
- Design house construction systems;
- Design quality control and monitoring systems;
- Document the unblocking process; and
- Convene platforms to report on project progress.
The percentage on ground audit was completed and
submitted to the DLG&H in September 2009.
The percentage on ground audit reflected the following:
STAGE OF COMPLETION: % ON GROUND: NUMBER

Shacks
Slabs
Roof height
Plaster & Internal Finishes
Complete

0%
0-23%
24-53%
54-99%
100%

118
9
20
1983
241

A Timeline of the Pre-Construction Phase 2007-2012
2010

APR

MAY
JUL

OCT

PREMIER | L BROWN

DAG’s People, Land and Housing PHP
Indaba held in Khayelitsha;
Keynote speaker - MEC Madikizela and
attendees included Heron Foundation
representatives.
Project update to local councillors
DAG institutes legal action against
WCDHS for breach of contract and
discussion of new MoU (May - July)
Beneficiary meeting
Beneficiary meeting resolving not to
have a project committee

DEC

2011

MEC | MADIKIZELA
PHP DIRECTOR | K THEUNIS

Appointment of Accounts Administrator

In 2010 DAG continued to fulfil on its responsibilities with
regard to the signed SLA. However, a period of seven
months elapsed since the submission of the percentage
on ground audit report where no progress was made in
relation to releasing subsidies to enable the commencement
of construction. DAG sought legal advice and instituted
legal proceedings against the DLG&H in May 2010. DAG
however continued to undertake project activities not linked
to the release of subsidies. Particular emphasis was placed
on keeping beneficiaries and stakeholders informed of
progress and challenges within the project. At a beneficiary
meeting held in November 2010, beneficiaries elected DAG
to represent them in negotiations with the WCDHS regarding
subsidy approvals and to project manage the construction
of houses.

I used to build shacks here over and over again. Fights
“ were
rampant in Site B- fighting over land, killing each

other. I moved to different plots many times. Councillors
moved us from an informal settlement called Green Point.
There were youth breaking into our homes and stealing
our goods was extremely rife in the community. I gave up
and decided to register in my wife’s name instead to speed
things up. From 1992 to 2003 we came in Makhaza. I was
called to Stocks and Stocks by social workers in 1995
because I was disabled but nothing much came out of
it. Councillors left us. We were just given houses without
ceilings or doors as if we in initiation. Things got really
better at the arrival of DAG in the area.

”

- Nhose Ntshica (Beneficiary)

JUN
JUL

AUG

PREMIER | H ZILLE
MEC | B MADIKIZELA
PHP DIRECTOR | K THEUNIS

Meetings with new councillors, KDF +
SANCO
New MoU signed with WCDHS + DAG
HSC secured
Recruitment of HSC staff (March - Sept)

SEP

HSC established

OCT

Funding released

NOV

Beneficiary meeting and site visits
by EED and Misereor

SUBSIDIES RELEASED
In 2011 DAG continued extensive negotiations with the
WCDHS that resulted in the eventual signing of delivery
agreements to complete the construction of 2173 in the
blocked projects in Khayelitsha.

“

After informing the DLG&H of our intention to seek legal
advice, the WCDHS made a concerted effort to resolve the
subsidy allocations and contractual challenges. This was a
frustrating period for DAG. Several meetings and electronic
communication with the WCDHS between July 2010 and
June 2011 were undertaken with very little progress. It
became clear that the WCDHS were unsure of how these
challenges could be addressed.
Beneficiaries, by law , can only be recipients of Statesubsidised housing grants once, In the case of the blocked
projects , where housed had been left incomplete or never
built due to fraudulent actions, government has to find a
mechanism to secure funding to complete and deliver on
its mandate for housing delivery. In the case of Khayelitsha
unblocking project the MEC for Human Settlements had to
pass a legal precedent to unlock finances to facilitate the
completion of houses.
It required high level intervention from the MEC, HOD and
Chief Director to resolve the contractual challenges and
financial mandates required to get the project back on
track. Eventually, in July 2011 an agreement between DAG
and the WCDHS was entered into for the completion of
2173 houses.

”

- Ardiel Soeker (DAG Programme Director)
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Project Establishment - Housing Support Centre
DAG conceptualized the Housing Support Centre (HSC) as a project coordination and management office
to pilot an area-based approach to PHP unblocking. It functioned as an independent accessible point of
contact for beneficiaries and project stakeholders. It employed technical and management staff from the
wider community by agreement with project beneficiaries.

came up with the concept of the centralised HSC.
“DAG
I have attended meetings where councillors have been
orientated around PHP and share the vision of the
Department. DAG’s engagement is robust and they
manage stakeholders well. Now DAG has given us a
model so that we can cut and paste.

”

- John Tabata
(Deputy Director: People’s Housing Empowerment Process, WCDHS)

Establishing the HSC introduced new challenges. DAG experienced challenges with the installation of key
services such as telephone lines and electricity, indicative of the poor level of services in Khayelitsha.
Despite these challenges DAG has successfully established and staffed its HSC in Khayelitsha. It is staffed by
a Community Liaison Officer, Construction Manager, Development Facilitator, General Assistant and an Officer
and Finance Administrator. The skill-set is envisioned as a community resource provided by DAG to address
challenges faced by beneficiary groups of blocked PHP projects, for advice and consultation after project
completion, as well as providing capacity to undertake further construction projects.
The HSC is already proving an invaluable community resource. Beneficiaries interviewed as well as other
stakeholders report high satisfaction levels with DAG’s work.
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“

DAG has successfully managed the project and
come within budget for both construction costs and
its professional fees. DAG identifies problems and
helps to unblock them. Others should do what DAG
is doing. We are happy with the progress.

”

- Rayan Rughubar
(Chief Director: Human Settlements Operations, WCDHS)
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Partnership Development & Stakeholder Management
PARTICIPATION OF PROJECT BENEFICIARIES
From the outset DAG has been committed to keeping all role players informed of progress. Effective
communication between projects beneficiaries and implementing agencies was a major challenge, especially
considering the large number of beneficiaries and the stop-start nature of the project. A mobile phone
communication system was set-up to communicate with beneficiaries on project progress. DAG also kept an
open door policy regarding communication with beneficiaries and fielded daily telephonic and text enquiries
from beneficiaries.
DAG’s experience in community-driven development processes and its knowledge of local community
dynamics have been major assets in its implementation of the Khayelitsha project. DAG actively involved a
variety of stakeholders in local level politics to garner trust and support, minimize gate-keeping and enhance
capacity at a local level for join project implementation as far as possible. This included engaging with the
South African National Civic Organization (SANCO) and the Khayelitsha Development Forum (KDF) who were
invited to present at DAG’s Jobs, Housing and Land Summit in February 2012.
DAG engaged in extensive preparation of community stakeholders and beneficiaries becoming involved in
various roles including information sharing, education and catalyst role in building active citizenship. In this
way people, process and institutions were linked in dynamic process.

to put buckets everywhere around the house when it was raining and I was really sick. I used to visit
“ I used
offices until I wore out my shoes, standing in long queues day in day out. Every now and then I was told
there is no money yet for the subsidy. Finally were called to the Desmond Tutu and Solomon Mahlangu
Halls where we were told about DAG. I was promised my house would be built from scratch. I have
worked with DAG a lot. They came and clean my yard. Even if I die today, at least I will die in a decent
home. We were really happy with DAG”s arrival. They came and checked cracks etc. Zama, Mike and
Eugene to inspect from time to time. Before I never even knew who our councillor was, now I know.

”

- Mrs Ponoshe (Beneficiary)
26

Partnership Development & Stakeholder Management

Implementation Model

CONFLICT IN THE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
Conflict and contestation is a natural feature of any development endeavour where stakeholders have a
vested interest in the process and its outcomes. DAG staff’s deep knowledge of local level dynamics and their
grasp of community-driven housing processes allows for competent social facilitation and the constructive
management of community conflict when it does arise. For example, when SANCO prevented DAG from
continuing with the as-built plans in April 2010, citing DAG’s non-delivery on agreed commitments and
requested DAG to report on the reason for the project delays, meetings were held with SANCO branches
in Makhaza, KDF and beneficiaries of the ten project as well as ward 9 and 10 councillors to remove the
deadlock. Through open and honest communication DAG was able to maintain and reaffirm support among
the stakeholders for the unblocking project.
DONOR SUPPORT
This social investment would not have been possible without the support of international donors. DAG
leveraged more than R2.3 m in overseas donor funding to enhance its work in Khayelitsha over the five-year
pre-construction period. This support enable DAG to add value to the WCDHS funded work and, in particular,
enabled an LED focus that included small enterprise development, skill training and mentorship and allowed
for deeper stakeholder engagement and the exploration of green technologies to bolster construction. The
donor partners included EED, Cordaid, Heron Foundation, Misereor and the Ford Foundation.

The DAG community-driven approach to housing development grew out of staff experience working on
the project into a construction model which is replicable and can be used to plan and structure project
implementation with confidence. It integrates effectively the process of construction with social investment.
The construction process was evolved to enable firm contractual relationships between the PHP housing
subsidy beneficiary, DAG and the local contractors thereby ensuring stability in the undertakings of the parties
as to: what was to be built; to what quality and price, and by when the construction was to be completed
and signed off.
Contractors were given support to enable accurate estimation of quantities of materials and labour, and correct
pricing. They were also given assistance to secure credit with a building material supplier. DAG facilitated an
agreement with the building material supplier for bulk discounts. It also arranged for the amounts of credit
offered to contractors to be linked to their payment performance. Efficiency if meeting credit deadlines was
rewarded with higher levels of credit. The aim of this system was to instill discipline among contractors in cash
flow management. DAG also offered training and support to contractors in cash flow management, when
required.
Progress and quality of construction was closely monitored and approved before sign-off and payment of
contractors.

PRIVATE SECTOR SUPPORT
Support of a large private sector building supplier to local contractors, facilitated by DAG, made it possible
for local contractors to participate in the project. Access to credit to buy building materials was essential.
A system was implemented that gave credit with incremental increases dependent on timely payment of
outstanding debt. This emphasized the importance of cash flow management among contractors.
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Implementation Model Process: 16 steps in 4 parts

A | PREPARATION
AND SCOPE

B | TENDER PROCESS

HOUSE AUDITS

BOQs SCRUTINIZED
BASED ON BUDGET +
HOUSE SIZE

PREPARE +
APPROVE BATCHES

DISCUSSIONS +
CHANGES ON BOQs
BASED ON A 36m2
MANDATE

ALLOCATE BATCHES
OF HOUSES TO
CONTRACTORS

C | CONTRACTING

TOTAL COST
BATCH FINALISED
+ SUBMITTED TO
MANAGEMENT TEAM
FOR APPROVAL

CONSTRUCTION
AGREEMENTS
FINALISED +
APPROVED

SIGNING OF
BENEFICIARIES
CONSTRUCTION
STARTS

SCOPE OF WORK +
MAPS HANDED OVER
BOQS FINALISED ON
BUDGET ALLOCATION

D | CONSTRUCTION

ON-GOING
MONITORING OF
CONSTRUCTION

CONSTRUCTION
MANAGER
INSPECTIONS

HOUSE
INSPECTIONS +
COLLECTION OF
HAPPY LETTERS

INVOICE
PREPARATION
ONCE HOUSES
ARE PASSED
AND SUBMIT FOR
PAYMENT

PAYMENT TO
CONTRACTOR
WITHIN A 14-DAY
PERIOD

Implementation Model Process: 16 steps in 4 parts

| PRICING AND CONTRACTS

DAG had its own estimates of prices for each house. Contractors BoQ estimates were assessed against
budgets and scope of work for each house. This led to signing of agreements with beneficiaries before
finalization of prices per batch with the contractor, and sign off by DAG management. Contractor construction
agreements were entered into before construction commenced.

| PREPARATION FOR CONSTRUCTION
Houses to be built or refurbished was organized in batches for allocation to contractors. This was based on
the scope of work, house proximity and the ability and performance of the contractor. Contractors were given
the scope of work and a colour-coded map of their allocated house construction projects. They were required
to submit Bills of Quantities (BoQs) for each house, comprising an estimate and breakdown of cost for
completion of work. This was required to be provided in a prescribed pro-forma BoQ issued to contractors.
They were assisted with estimation and calculation of prices, when required.
| ADMINISTRATION AND CONTROL

DAG Housing Support Centre staff supervised the inspections and managed the administrative process of formal
recording of work completed; of inadequate work needing improvement, and paperwork for sign off and payment by
DAG’s administration and finance office in Observatory.

| PAYMENT

Payment was given effect only once beneficiaries signed off on satisfactory completion. A ‘happy’ letter with invoice was
submitted to the Provincial Department’s Account Administrator (AA) and payment was made by AA to DAG within 3-5
days. Payment was made to contractors by DAG within 2 weeks of submission and sign-off of contractor invoices.

| QUALITY ASSURANCE
Quality assurance inspections were conducted at each stage of house construction and payment was subject to
satisfactory completion of the work. A team of 10 youth quality controller trainees were employed and were out in the
field daily. Contractors were given practical construction advice on-site and their progress was closely monitored. The
city’s building inspectors were regularly involved in inspection of construction according to plan

A rapid turnaround from completion of work and sign-off of satisfactory completion, to payment was of great
advantage to contractor in the management of their cash-flow and payments to the building material supplier, to
secure credit, which was critical for the contractors.
Effective integration of the house construction with the social processes lay in the level of engagement and
involvement of the beneficiaries in deciding the work that they required to done to their house within the budget
limits of the subsidy available; in their participation in the process along the way, and in final sign-off of a ‘happy
letter’.
DAG was able to mesh into the construction process not only the involvement of beneficiaries but also to give
practical effect to on-the-job training for both youth and contractors.

Implementation Process continued
ON-THE-JOB TRAINING AND MENTORING

PROJECT INNOVATION AND IMPACT

DAG selected and trained 5 groups of 10 young adult interns with an interest or some experience in the
construction industry for a period of 6 month each to receive on-the-job training and work experience as
quality and construction inspectors. Some of these young adults went on to become contractors themselves.
It also provided on-the-job training and practical management and business support to 10 local Khayelitsha
based contractors.

Impacts and unique innovations developed by DAG in implementation of Khayelitsha PHP project tick the
boxes of a range of policy objectives. The project constitutes an example of a Community Public Private
partnership that is exemplary and replicable. It has resulted in:
1.

DAG explored involving a construction training institution in the provision of skills training for the interns and
employed building contractors but the cost was prohibitive. An evaluation of the impact of these training
courses revealed that many of the trainees who had been on such courses could not access jobs after
completing their courses due to a lack of work vexperience.

Systematic and efficient delivery of nearly 2000 incomplete houses to beneficiaries who have
been living in incomplete PHP houses for up to 10 years, and nearly 200 new houses;

2.

Design and implementation of a construction project management process with customized
systems of planning, implementation and control supporting start-up contractors from
Khayelitsha to build and complete on time and on budget, and to a high quality;

This led DAG to develop an on–the-job construction management and supervision mentoring programme
which it implemented with the 5th round of interns and employed contractors in 2015.

3.

10 local builders and start-up contractors received on the job training and support, three of
which are now registered with NHBRC and CIDB;

The Department of Human Settlement database of Khayelitsha residents trained in construction related skills
was used to source participants for the mentoring programme.

4.

140 building workers were employed over a 20 month period bringing an estimated R6.55m
into the local economy and an average of nearly R2340 per month to around 140 families;

5.

50 youth were employed in batches of 10 providing them with on the job and classroom
training on housing and construction and in quality control of house construction.

SMALL ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT
DAG facilitated access to credit for small building contractor enterprises to purchase building materials.
In addition, discussions with beneficiaries revealed that security is a major concern. Burglar bars and security
gates are priority add-ons after completion of the house. Based on this DAG designed a savings scheme
among beneficiaries to enable access credit for such add-ons for beneficiaries.
DAG supported the registration of participant small construction enterprises on NHBRC and CIDB databases.
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Appendix

References
Development Action Group, 2000, “Community-driven Housing Toolkit”

KHAYELITSHA CONTRACTOR DATABASE:

Department of Housing, 2000, “National Housing Code”

CONTRACTOR NAME

REGISTRATION NO.

CONTACT NO.

EMAIL

Department of Human Settlements, undated, “Strategy for the Unblocking of Stalled Projects”

Kuhle Quality Projects

2005/043271/2

084 698 2413
021 828 2164

admin@kuhleqp.co.za
social@kuhleqp.co.za

u’Khanyo Housing
Developments

2007/033756/07

087 625 0680
079 135 3725

info@ukhanyodevelopment.co.za

Vukamama Cleaning
and Projects

2010/010830/23

071 944 8937

bulelwamaqala@gmail.com

Imvusa Trading

2010/048540/23

073 253 4702
071 597 5553

cynthian344@gmail.com

Inyameko Trading

2007/114962/23

073 583 5955
072 675 8366

inyamekotrading918@gmail.com

Andakuhle

2012/073210/07

071 815 5033
073 266 2922

zetmcongwane@gmail.com

Sakhumzi Trading

2006/096645/23

073 633 9663

mnovano@gmail.com

Trade Build

2013/007598/07

073 778 3672
078 776 2089

tradebuildingconstruction
@gmail.com

Ntlanga

2007/201080/23

083 519 5027

ntlangaccs@yahoo.com

Humble Seven

2011/125227/07

083 235 6566
078 331 4053

amigocon@gmail.com

Development Action Group archives 2007-2011
Farrow E, 2010, Development Action Group. “A Comment on the Enhanced People’s Housing Process
Policy: Khayelitsha through the Looking Glass”
Langalibalele JA, 2010, Development Action Group “A second step towards enhancement: the
Khayelitsha Enhanced People’s Housing Process, Development Action Group.”
Langalibalele JA, 2010, Development Action Group, “The Khayelitsha Perspective: A construction
approach to Local Economic Development”
Langalibalele JA, 2011, Development Action Group, “The Khayelitsha Trajectory: A Local Economy under
Development”
Langalibalele JA, 2011, Development Action Group, “The Khayelitsha Trajectory: Funding for Human
Settlement Affluence”
Western Cape Department of Human Settlements, 2011. MEC Madikizela, Human Settlements Budget
Vote.
National Department of Human Settlements, 2000. Guidelines for Human Settlement Development, CSIR.
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development, 2008. OECD Territorial Reviews Cape Town,
South Africa.
Statistics South Africa, 2011. Quarterly Labour Force Survey, Quarter 2.
Statistics South Africa, 2001. South African Census 2001.
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